ABSTRACT. We consider the system (L) y\t) = Ay(t) + fl ooB(t-s)y(s)ds ,
y(£) = f(t), l S. 0 where y(t) is an n-vector and A and B(t) are n x n matrices. System (L) generates a semigroup given by T f(s) = y(t + s; f) for / bounded, continuous and having a finite limit at _ oo. Under hypotheses concerning the roots of det (ÁJ - I. Introduction. In this paper we will consider the linear Volterra integrodifferential system (L) y'(t) =Ay(t)+ P B (t -s)y (s) ds; y(t)=f(t), t < 0, -7 -oo where y is an 77-vector, A is an 72 x 72 matrix, B an tí x tz matrix of functions and f(t) is an «-vector of functions lying in an appropriate Banach space.
In [l] and [2] Miller and Grossman considered the case of a finite lag (i.e.
-°o is replaced by -r). The principal result found in [2] was that if B(t) € L [0, °°) then asymptotic stability of the solution was equivalent to the condition det (A/ -A -B (A)) ¡¿ 0 for Re A > 0 where ß(A) denotes the Laplace transform.
In the present work we exploit semigroup properties of the solutions to (L) which yield results about their asymptotic behavior. We give, for example, conditions under which the solution of (L) is exponentially asymptotically stable (Corollary 3.3) . Under milder restrictions, we show (Corollary 3.6) that solutions can have at most logarithmic growth and in Theorem 3-8 we give conditions under which the solution of (L) lies in L [0, °o).
II. Preliminaries.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a Banach space. Let \T }, 0 < t < °°, be a family of operators taking X into itself.
(1) {T } is a semigroup if T f = f and T if) = T ÍT (/)). (2) The infinitesimal generator of T is defined as Cf = lim^. (77/ -f)/t whenever that limit exists and the set of those / e X for which the limit exists is the domain of C ÍDÍC)). (3) \T } is said to be a ÍCA semigroup if, for each / e X, lim " T f -f = 0. We now calculate the resolvent R(A, C) of the infinitesimal generator.
We have R(A, C)g = (A/ -C)~lg = / or (A/ -C)f = g. Hence, by (2.1) and (2.2), we have
Solving the linear, inhomogeneous equation (2.3), we have Finally, we have
+ eX* f° e-^g(t)dt. DiC) be dense in X and ||R(A, C)]"|| < M /(A -con)n for A > wn.
Note, From the resolvent equations, this is equivalent to (2.7) \\d"R (A, C)/d\n\\ < MWQn !/U -cöQ)n + 1 since R(A, C) = Riß, C) + Í¡i -à)R(à, C)RÍ¡i, C), which implies that íd"/d\n)RÍ\,C) Proof. Same as Corollary 3.3.
We now seek conditions under which the solution of (L) lies in L2 [0, oo Thus, by the Cauchy integral theorem, we have
[" e((+^)iR(e + ir1, 0(f)(0)dr,
•/ u J 0 Since |R(ct ± ir,) C)(/)(0)| -> 0 as r, --> oo uniformly with respect to o £ \0,e], it follows that pointwise on (0, oo) (3.17) lim f" e((tl%(( + i,,C)(/)(0)= lim (" eir"R (ir,, O(f)(0)dr,.
n-.oo J n n-.oo J -rz By (3.14) it follows that the second limit of (3.17) exists a.e. for t > 0 and it equals g(t). Thus y(t) =^-/~ eir]t(r,il -A _n(z)7))-1(/(0) +'ßT](ir,))dr, a.e. for t > 0.
From the Parseval formula, we obtain J" \yit)\2dt = f^ \inil -A -Biirl)rl(fiO)+'BTj(ir)))\2dn <(|/(0)| + || ß 1,11/ || ^JToo \^ll~A -BÍii¡))-l\2dT¡. Q.E.D. 
